Basement structure beneath western offshore of Noto peninsula estimated from gravity anomaly and sedimental layer structure by acoustic explorations
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Acoustic explorations beneath western offshore of Noto peninsula were conducted along many profiles, and the location of faults and the structure of velocity have been determined. But the structure of velocity indicates only till upper depth of layer that made from pre-tertiary to Pliocene, and it do not indicate the depth of granite basement.

We made the 4 layered 3-D sedimental structure model from the data of velocity profiles by acoustic explorations. And we estimate the structure of basement with gravity inversion analysis. In this analysis, we use the 3-D sedimental structure model to compensate difference of density among many upper layers. We make the 2 layered model to increase the accuracy with simulated gravity effects from all sedimental layers and estimated densities.

In this study, the depth distribution of a basement beneath western offshore of Noto peninsula. This result shows a thick sediment layer at western part of flexure off east Hakui and western part of the northwest flexure. And it indicates that the fault along the flexure off east Hakui is limited by shallow basement spreading from Hodatsu mountain and by northern lower basement. We consider that lower basement at eastern part of flexure off east Hakui was constructed in inversion structure under changing tectonics from expansion to compression about Japan sea.
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